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Abstract 

A three days online Faculty Development Program on 'Thought 

Management and Leadership' was organised by Jaipur Engineering 

College and Research Center and sponsored by RTU TEQIP III during 

28th - 30th september,2020 . The event was focused on empowering the 

stream of thoughts and clarifying the importance of thought management 

in leadership. The major takeaways of the event were: 

● Power of positive thoughts 

● Transforming challenges into opportunities 

● Meditation & Stress Management  

There were a total of nine different sessions with three sessions everyday. 

The journey of learning began from an engaging session of BK EV Girish 

in which he facilitated a wonderful discussion on the topic 'Teachers as 

Leaders '. The second session was the inauguration session in which 

many dignitaries shared the board with each other. Professor R. A Gupta 

Vice Chancellor RTU praised the event and pointed out the importance of 

emotional and spiritual knowledge along with the technical knowledge for 

stress free living. Inaugural Keynote speaker Dr. Girish Patel delivered an 

excellent content in which he shared the knowledge of 8 different types of 

thoughts.  After it all the others speakers turned the people into good 

listeners by sharing number of eye-opening points throughout the three 

days event.Whether it was 'Digital Wellness' by Mr. Bala Kishore or 

'Healthy and Happy Life' , 'Thought Management' and 'Meditation for Self 

Healing' by Dr. EV Swaminathan or 'Mastering the Self' by BK EV Girish 

all of them created a long lasting impression on the participants.  

Lifestyle coach Mr. Sneh Desai kept the audience bound and shared 

practical knowledge about 'Leadership Skills' and the ways to develop and 

enhance them.The valedictory of the event was Sister Shivani who is a 

globally acclaimed spiritual mentor. She gave an amazing inspirational 

talk on living a better lifestyle through meditation. She said that stress free 

life can be lived only when we manage our lifestyle. 

The event witnessed more than 550 registrations from about 350 different 

colleges from 100 plus cities around India and international participants 

from Kuwait, Pakistan, Nigeria and China. At the end it  came out to be a 

successful event. 
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Speakers' Profile 

Thought Management & Leadership 

 

1. Sister Shivani  

Globally renowned spiritual guide and mentor 

Sister Shivani has an ability to analyze deep rooted 

emotions like ego, stress, anger, fear & presents a 

logical yet comfortable way of adopting practical 

spiritual principles in our personal and 

professional life. She is appointed as a Goodwill 

Ambassador by the World Psychiatric Association. 

Sister Shivani has been honoured with the Women 

of the Decade Achievers Award by ASSOCHAM Ladies League. She is also 

selected for “Nari Shakti Puraskar'' i.e. India's Highest Civilian Award for 

Women by the Honourable President of India.  

2. Mr. Sneh Desai 

Sneh is an Expert Motivator, Inspirational Coach 

& Leader for every age group, Businessmen, 

Corporate executives, Employees, Students, 

Housewives, Networkers, Sportsmen, and all 

who wish everlasting Success, Happiness, Peace, 

and Personal Growth. He helps people to change 

their beliefs & thought patterns, experience less 

stress and more success in their lives through better communication, positive 

thinking, and spiritual knowledge. 
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3. Dr. EV Swaminathan 

Dr. EV Swaminathan is a trainer, counsellor and 

consultant with a clear focus on creating a value 

based society. He is an engineering and 

management faculty and gives training on 

emotional engineering,empathetic 

communication, concentration and memory 

enhancing and work efficiencies. He has also 

appeared on several television talk shows which are being aired on Awakening 

and Peace of Mind channels. 

4. BK EV Girish 

BK EV Girish is a Dynamic Trainer and 

Counsellor with passion for excellence and 

creativity. With an experience of more than 14 

years he is well-known for his unique style and 

ability to inspire people.  He has taken training 

programs at various institutes including ISRO - 

Indian Space Research Organization, NPCIL - 

Nuclear Power Corporation of India Ltd, IITs, 

NID (National Institute of Design), Indian 

Army,  L&T, ICAI, ICSI, Tata Motors, TCS, Accenture, Infosys, Cipla, Zydas 

Research Laboratories,  Tata Power etc. 
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5. BK Balakishore 

Bala Kishore is an engineer and Professional 

Certified Coach. He has been associated with the 

IT industry since 1994. He has been a meditation 

practitioner for the last 23 years. He holds many 

awards and recognitions to his name including 

British Chevening Scholarship in 2001. Currently, 

Bala is the Vice President of Transformation, 

SEARCE Technologies.  For the last fifteen years he has been sharing deep 

knowledge through lectures on various topics related to mind, medicine, 

motivation, leadership and spirituality. He has taken sessions at Facebook 

Mumbai, Infosys, TCS, BOSCH, DST etc. 

6. Dr. Girish Patel 

Dr Girish Patel is an international award-

winning psychotherapist & one of the 

pioneers of positive psychiatrist and 

mind-body medicine. He has 

revolutionised psychotherapy by 

simplifying it and making them more 

useful. He has travelled across the world. 

Delivered more than 8000 lectures. He wrote his first book positive health at 21yr 

of age. Subsequently, eight books, two of which are a best seller. He has prepared 

more than 500 talk shows for various Indian and International channels. He is 

visiting professor of Samai State Medical University of Kazakhstan. He received 

many prestigious awards some of them are: Centenary Medal by Dept. of Prisoner 
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Poland, Shield of Human by the police department of U.A.E and Malaysia and 

Lifetime achievement award by Kharbimkhana.  
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First Session(28th September 2020) 
'Teaching is more than imparting 

knowledge, it is inspiring change'. 

A teacher is a great inspirer who ignites the 

fire of inspiration into the mind of a child by 

sharing ideas as well as encouraging 

imagination and thus acts as a leader. 

This dual role of a teacher was well 

discussed in the first session  of three days 

online FDP on 'Thought Management and 

Leadership' which was organised by Jaipur 

Engineering College and Research Centre 

and sponsored by RTU TEQIP III. 

 

The session started exactly at 10:00 am on Zoom platform. The host of the event 

Ms Chitra Khandelwal welcomed the participants and the spokesman Bk EV 

Girish who is a dynamic trainer and counselor .The audience consisted of 

teachers, professors and doctors from various institutes and organizations all 

around the country and from some other countries also. After introducing the 

speaker she handed over the stage to him. Bk EV Girish then shared his expert 

opinions on the  topic 'Teachers as Leaders' and the need of management of 

thoughts in leadership. 

 

Some of the key points of the session are: 

1. Leading by influence is important and this influence should be in a positive 

direction which can be casted by positive values like love, respect and a 

beautiful relation between the leader and the team ; teachers and the students. 

This type of influence accepts and respects  the qualities and abilities of others. 
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Let them use their power to discern what is right and what is wrong and make 

them feel more connected, which brings the best out of each and everyone and 

allows them to improve and grow simultaneously. 

This works by introducing following qualities and produces great results: 

○ Integrity 

○ Intent 

○ Credibility 

This cannot be achieved under positional influence. 

 

Now to create and maintain this beautiful and most effective influence in 

leadership there comes the need to manage our thoughts.  

         

 Our thoughts shape our reality and so, we should understand the power of our 

thoughts and ways to manage them. 

2. Power of thoughts can be well shown by the Emoto's water crystal experiment 

that shows that statements are not just in air, they have profound impacts. 

 

3. Nocebo effect vs Placebo effect were also discussed in which the Nocebo effect 

says that the result of a negative thought is negative and the Placebo effect says 

healing is mediated by a positive thought.  

4. The Maharishi effect also showed the power of positive thoughts which has 

various successful experimental results. 
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5. Meditation helps us in creating this positive and powerful thought process. 

This is a beautiful and peaceful journey of understanding the true knowledge 

of the self that we are a peaceful, living, perceiving, knowing BEING who is 

in a body and we are the master who chooses what to think and what not to 

think, what to do and what not to do. 

At the end of the session he guided the participants to experience themselves 

through meditation and feel the peace and power within.  

Then after the Q&A round Ms Chitra Khandelwal gave a thanking note to the 

speaker and invited the participants to join the next session which was going to 

be the Inauguration session of the event. 
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Inaugural Session(28th September 2020) 

The inaugural ceremony 

commenced in the presence of a 

group of dignified persons:  

● Professor R.A. Gupta Vice 

Chancellor Rajasthan Technical 

University Kota. 

●  Dr. Neetu Bhagat Dy. 

Director AICTE New Delhi,  

● Professor V.K. Chandana 

Principal JECRC,  

● Mr. Mukesh Agarwal 

Incharge Spiritual Research Cell 

CEO RTBI-JECRC  

● FDP Coordinator JECRC, 

Dr. Om Shankar Prajapati FDP Coordinator-RTU, Dr. Girish Patel Clinical 

Psychologist ,  

● Dr. BK EV Swaminathan Corporate trainer and Consultant, and MS. Chitra 

Khandelwal Curator. 

Ms. Chitra Khandelwal started the session by giving a warm welcome to all 

dignitaries and the participants. 

● Prof. V.K. Chandana delivered a welcome address to all the dignitaries and 

the participants and gave insight about the three days FDP programme. He 

also told the audience that JECRC is continuously making efforts in 

mental, emotional and spiritual development of students and teachers 

through its Spiritual Research Cell which is a unique thought lab of its own 

kind. He invited everyone to visit the thought lab at JECRC and requested 
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everyone to utilize their valuable time by attending all the sessions during 

the FDP. 

● Professor R.A. Gupta expressed that he liked the concept of Rajayoga 

Thought Lab. He said that more such thought labs should be established in 

other colleges also and everyone must attend these kinds of sessions. 

● Dr. Neetu Bhagat appraised the initiative taken by the Spiritual Research 

Cell. She said that what we give to society ,we get back the same so values 

must also be learned along with any other skills and one must continuously 

improve himself/herself. 

● The keynote speaker for the inaugural session, Dr. Girish Patel talked about 

the four different types of consciousness - 

○ Conscious 

○ Subconscious 

○ Unconscious 

○ Supraconscious 

Among these supra consciousness has enormous powers and is the super 

intelligent stage. 

He then explained that leadership is an inside-out approach which can be 

empowered by understanding and managing different types of thoughts. 

Eight different types of thoughts are- 

1. Toxic Thoughts                    

2. Negative Thoughts    

3. Waste Thoughts 

4. Necessary Thoughts 

5. Positive Thoughts 

6. Automatic Thoughts 

7. Elevated Thoughts 

8. Zero Thinking

● At the end Mr. Mukesh Agarwal remembered the Almighty and thanked 

Him for giving a wonderful opportunity and power to conduct the Faculty 

Development Programme. He also delivered a vote of thanks to all the 

dignitaries, participants and the members of the organising team. 
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With that the session ended beautifully with lots of learning. 

 
Hon’ble Vice Chancellor in his Inaugural Address 

 
Director AICTE during her Inaugural Address 
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Dr. Om Shankar Vyas & Dr. Girish Patel 
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Third Session(28th September 2020) 

The third session of the first day of FDP on 

'Thought Management and Leadership' was 

addressed by Dr. BK EV Swaminathan on the 

topic 'Healthy and Happy Life ' 

The event started at 2:00 o'clock on Zoom 

platform. 

Event Curator Ms. Chitra Khandelwal 

welcomed the speaker and all the participants 

and handed over the board to the spokesman 

BK Swaminathan. 

 

He addressed the audience which consisted of teachers, professors and doctors 

from various cities of the country and shared his views upon the topic. He said 

that a teacher should know how to teach and when to teach because the content 

is not important , flow of energy is. 

He also shared the importance of happiness that if we are happy we will definitely 

become successful. So, to live a healthy and happy life we should include good 

things in our lifestyle such as: 

● Physical Exercise 

● Meditation 

● Balanced Diet 

Some other points that were also shared are: 

● Whenever we feel sad or things are not going according to us, we should 

take a pause and take a break to introspect and analyse whether we are on 

the right track or not. We should connect ourselves with nature , happy 

people and feel blessed about what we have. 
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● Stress= Outer Pressure / Inner Coping Abilities                                        We 

can not control what is happening around and with us i.e., Outer pressure 

but we can surely control what happens within us i.e., Inner Coping 

Abilities. 

● To increase our inner coping abilities add good things like meditation, 

physical exercise, etc  in our lifestyle to make it a healthy one and create 

big changes after some period of time  through  simple ,small and 

sustainable changes. 

● Mind your MIND because MIND matters. 

○ We should increase our reaction time and emotional intelligence. 

● Strong and powerful mind creates powerful thoughts, emotions and 

attitudes. For it, the quantity of thoughts must be low and quality of 

thoughts must be high. 

After it he stated that he had never seen such a lab which works upon thought in 

any college as Rajayoga Thought Lab. He was really impressed with its idea. 

Then he ended the session with a story of Arjun and bird's eye and left a question 

for the audience to answer in the next session: What does it signify when Arjun 

said he saw bird's eye only? 
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Fourth Session(29th September 2020) 

After the three beautiful and well praised sessions on day1 of FDP on 'Thought 

Management and Leadership' , the second day journey started with the session on 

'Thought Management'. 

Ms. Chitra Khandelwal welcomed everyone to continue the whole journey and 

handed over the board to Dr. BK EV Swaminathan.  

 

● He started the session by explaining the importance of EQ (Emotional 

Intelligence). 

● He then added further that we must 'Forget Learning, Learn Forgetting' to 

manage our thoughts. 

● Sleep is the best gift of nature. When we sleep our brain's state reaches a 

delta level in which the quantity reduces and the quality can be improved 

by doing meditation. So, proper sleep along with meditation is good for our 

mind which becomes strong and powerful. 

● Then he told the secret of making one's mind his best friend. He said that 

our mind communicates by images. So, we should add some alternative 

positive words everytime in our thoughts to make them elevated which 

heals us by infusing positivity in the language of our mind. 

● At last he disclosed the solution of Arjun and bird's eye story's question 

asked by him in the previous session. He explained that it signifies the 

beautiful,powerful thought management by Arjun whose thoughts were 

actually focused upon the target only. And that is what the true 

concentration is. 

Then everyone meditated for a few minutes under his guidance and experienced 

the power of high quality thoughts. 
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Fifth Session(29th September 2020) 

 

 

In this digital age, regulation and 

improvement of healthy use of 

technology is very much important. 

The fifth session of the FDP on 

September 29, 2020 revolved around 

the above stated need of the current 

time. The session was presented by 

BK Bala Kishore on the topic 

'Digital Wellness' in which he shared 

relevant and useful information 

about the preventive measures and 

the ways to improve digital wellness. 

 

● He stated Brain is the excellent filter and attention is its gate.  

● Attention is the key for creating neural circuits and this property of the 

brain to create neural circuits is called Neuroplasticity. 

● He showed that these neural circuits when formed due to internet 

addictions, social media addictions, etc caused mental and physical 

problems. 

● Continuous sitting , improper food habits also affects our digital wellness. 

● He provided some preventive measures like- 

○ Switching off unwanted notifications. 

○ Sitting less , moving more. 

○ Doing physical exercise. 

○ Eat right, Eat less and Live Long. 
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○ Sleep is not waste. Sleeping more is required in this Digital age. 

He also shared the key to digital wellness - Meditation 

After it some questions of participants regarding digital wellness were answered 

and then the session ended by a 2 minutes meditation session. 
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Sixth Session(29th September 2020) 

Doesn't matter who forced you to be a part of 

something wonderful, only you are going to enjoy 

the benefits. 

❏ He beautifully explained how dreadful 

fear can be with an example of yamraj ji. 

One should never indulge into blame games. 

❏ So many poor people only possess money. 

A student follows a leader's actions or words? One 

must react accordingly. 

Arguments result in no result. 

❏ One must never take decisions when he is 

in one of the HALT conditions: Hungry, Angry, Lonely, Tired 

 

❏ If being happy is our ultimate goal, do we react accordingly? 

❏ One must ponder do they waste their time? 

❏ When you go to sleep do you frame a proper schedule for the next day? 

One can maintain a proper schedule of their work if they distinguish them on 

certain aspects ( i.e. urgent and important, not urgent and important,not 

important but urgent,and not important and not urgent). 

❏ One must always be ready to say these phrases: 

● I am sorry. 

● You can do it. 

❏ Keep in mind Living is important after understanding. 
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Seventh Session(30th September 2020) 

Who am I ? I am a soul who is pure energy. The soul in default possesses many 

qualities (7 basic). We were taught 

about OCD(Obsessive Control 

Disorder) and about the 

importance of self-control. 

● Don't allow anyone's anger to 

make you angry. 

● Self control involves making 

our thoughts powerful. 

● Selflessness is the generation 

of empathy. 

Selflessness can be achieved by 

rewards(self control), routines and 

meditation practices. 

● We live in the present as well 

as in the future ( we might not be 

good at present but we assume 

ourselves best in future). 

● We can hold ourselves with 

the power of soul. We have to 

obtain self control willingly and not by resistance. 
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Eighth Session(30th September 

2020) 

The second session of the third day of FDP on 

'Thought Management and Leadership' was 

addressed by Dr. BK EV Swaminathan on the 

topic 'Meditation For Self Healing '.The event 

started at 12 o'clock. 

Event Curator Ms. Chitra Khandelwal 

welcomed the speaker and all the participants 

and handed over the board to the spokesman 

BK Swaminathan. 

 

He started the session by giving a beautiful answer to the most common question 

'How to increase concentration?'- 

'Image' is the language of mind. We are able to understand any concept clearly 

when we create images related to that particular concept in mind. 

He further added that a good teacher should always be a good storyteller. Students 

are able to remember any concept for a long time when the teacher associates a 

story with it.  

 

Audience was encouraged to ask a question to themselves- Who am I? 

A very beautiful answer was given by sir himself , SELF means Source of Energy 

In Light Form which is different from this body. 'I' am a point of light. 'I' am 

eternal. This basic understanding of Self helps to overcome the biggest fear i.e, 

the Fear Of Death.  

He continued the session by explaining that we have two options for choosing the 

Operating System for our Mind:- 

 1) Operating system full of fear, anxiety, stress.   
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 2) Operating system full of love, care, affection. 

Let's make a smart choice and make our operating system full of self confidence, 

love and care. 

He then suggested a very good idea to bring our elevated thoughts into actions - 

Put a board in your home and office and write these beautiful lines on it- "THIS 

IS A PEACEFUL, LOVEFUL, HAPPY PLACE". When we read these lines, 

positive feelings and emotions are created.  

He motivated and guided the audience to do meditation with him .  

Sit in a relaxed position and create these divine, elevated thoughts.  

“I am a peaceful, loveful, powerful being. I forgive everybody with whom my 

energy flow was not good till date.” 

y flow is not smooth - it may be any relation or work situation. See yo 

At last, he explained how we can apply spirituality in practical life.  

“Check your life and find a situation where the energurself in that situation, very 

peaceful, calm and powerful. Visualisation helps to convert our thoughts into 

reality. “ 
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Ninth Session(30th September 2020) 

Thoughts not only control us but also radiate 

their vibrations in the environment. Our 

relationships are not based on how we behave 

but on how we think. We should be careful 

for the information we are listening, reading 

and watching because that directly connects 

to our purity of thoughts. Though directly or 

indirectly affects everything. 

● Anger is our creation and is not at all a part 

of other's behaviour. A leader is the one who 

doesn't use his anger to get the work done. 

Stand for the right but don't shout for it. 

● Never behave negatively because of someone. One must not blame others. 

Our actions are always an action of what we think about others. 

● A leader is the one who leads everybody by his positive vibrations. 

● Success isn't what you gained rather it is what you have given to the world. 

What have you done yet? 

● To rule over the world...first rule over yourself. Spirituality is no more an 

option. it's a compulsion. 

●  The first layer of your time schedule is very important and the last layer 

of your time schedule before you sleep decides your quality of sleep. 

● Think nice about people and appreciate them for the smallest of things. 

Never blame anyone. The world needs us. 
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Registration data analysis 

 

Graphs pictorial 

 
The 3-days Faculty Development Program on 'Thought Management and 

Leadership' fascinated lots of teachers, doctors and professors and brought 579 

registrations from all over the country. 

There were participants from more than 350 different institutions and 

organizations from 104 cities. Some registrations also came from countries like 

Kuwait , Pakistan, Nigeria and China. There were participants with their  

designations as principal, vice principal , research scholar , research associate , 

professor , assistant professor and many others which created a varietyful 

experienced audience. The event came out to be very  beneficial for all.  
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Attendance data  

After the analysis of all the sessions' attendance data the following candidates 

were able to maintain a minimum aggregate duration for all the sessions. On the 

basis of this certificates were mailed to these eligible candidates- 
 

Original 

Name Title Email ID Institutions Ref no. 

Aarti yadav Ms 

aarti.yadav1511

@gmail.com Sphoorthy Engineering College 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/01 

Absar 

Ahmad Dr. 

r.absar.ahmad@

gmail.com 

Career Institute of Medical 

Sciences and Hospital 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/02 

ADIL KAMAL Mr 

kamaladil@gmai

l.com Mapping Minds Venture 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/03 

Aishakhana

m Pathan Dr. 

draishapathan@

gmail.com 

P. C. Jabin Science College, 

Hubballi 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/05 

Anil Kumar Mr 

anilsanga2010

@gmail.com 

MNS Govt. College Bhiwani 

Haryana 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/06 

ANITHA 

RANI 

PALAKAYAL

A Mrs. 

anitha.palakayal

a@gmail.com 

ST.MARY'S GROUP OF 

INSTITUTIONS TO 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/07 

ANOOP 

KUMAR 

CHATURVE

DI Dr. 

anoop.chaturved

i77@gmail.com 

LAKSHMI NARAIN COLLEGE OF 

TECHNOLOGY 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/08 

Anuj Kumar 

Murria Mr 

anujmurria@gm

ail.com S.S Jain Subodh College 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/09 

Appu A Mr 

appumiracle@g

mail.com Measi institute of management 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/10 

ARATHY. K. 

NAIR Mrs. 

arathyajai@gma

il.com Institute of management in kerala 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/11 

Ashok Singh 

Chundawat Mr 

ashoksingh.ee@

jecrc.ac.in JECRC 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/12 

Atul Anand Mr 

atulanand2000

@gmail.com Jecrc 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/13 

SUNITA 

SHARMA Mrs. 

pradeepjangid01

21@gmail.com  

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/14 

Barkha 

Shrivastava Dr. 

barkhasrivastva.

chem@jecrc.ac.i

n 

JAIPUR Engineering College and 

Research Centre 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/15 

Daria Singh 

Yadav Prof. 

istedsy3@gmail.

com ISTE Rajasthan Section 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/17 
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DEEPA 

JHANGIANI Ms 

deeplight.india@

yahoo.com 

DELHI WORLD PUBLIC SCHOOL 

, DEWAS 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/18 

DEVENDER 

KUMAR 

DHAKED Mr 

dd.rcew@gmail.

com 

RAJASTHAN COLLEGE OF 

ENGINEERING FOR WOMEN 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/19 

PIYUSH 

VISHWAKAR

MA Dr. 

piyush.vishwaka

rma@gmail.com Lingaya's Vidyapeeth, Delhi-ncr 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/20 

Ekta 

Menghani Prof. 

ekta.menghani

@jecrcu.edu.in JECRC University 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/21 

Er. Sunil 

Sharma Mr 

bohra.sunil1@g

mail.com Arya College of Engineering & I.T 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/22 

G. DURGA 

VYSHNAVI Mrs. 

vyshnavi1979@

gmail.com 

CH.SD.ST.THERESA'S 

COLLEGE FOR WOMEN. ELURU 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/23 

G. Sundari Dr. 

sundari.literature

@gmail.com 

Vijaya Institute of Technology for 

Women Vijayawada 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/24 

Gopal 

Krishan 

Prajapat Mr 

krishan3629@g

mail.com 

BK Birla Institute of Engineering 

and Technology 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/25 

GURBINDER 

KAUR Mrs. 

gurucs135@gm

ail.com 

GURU TEG BAHADUR KHALSA 

COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, 

DASUYA 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/26 

Harish 

Venkatram 

Saripella Mr 

venkatramharish

@gmail.com DBOI 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/27 

Hemalatha 

Doddamani Mrs. 

hemalathadodda

mani2000@gma

il.com ICAT Design and Media College 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/28 

Inderpreet 

Chhabra Dr. 

drinderpreet.chh

abra@gmail.co

m 

Aryabhatta College of 

Management,Ajmer 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/29 

Inderpreet 

Kaur Ms 

queeninder86@

gmail.com 

Kirpal Sagar College of Education 

,Dariyapur, Near Rahon, Distt 

Nawanshahr 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/30 

Jaswant 

Kaur Ms 

jaswantkaur078

60@gmail.com 

Sri Sai College of Education 

Badhani-pathankot 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/31 

Jyoti Otageri Ms 

jyoti.otageri@g

mail.com Sinhgad College of Science, Pune 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/32 

K. DURAI 

RAJ Mr 

DURAIRAJ1ST

@GMAIL.COM NIMHANS 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/33 

Kamlesh 

kumar Mr 

kamleshkumars

en1982@gmail.

com Biyani Girls College 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/34 
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Kolasani 

Ramesh 

Chandra Dr. 

kolasani_rames

h@yahoo.co.in 

R.V.R. & J.C. College of 

Engineering(A), Guntur, A.P 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/35 

Kotipalli 

Gurulingam Mr 

midhaniguru@g

mail.com 

JB Institute of Engineering & 

Technology, Hyderabad 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/36 

Kusum 

Yadav Ms 

Kusum.yadav@

gmail.com ISTE RAJASTHAN SECTION 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/37 

Lavenya 

Murugesan Ms 

lavenya_77@ya

hoo.co.in 

DR. D. Y. PATIL UNIVERSITY 

MUMBAI 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/38 

Madhuri A Ms 

madhuri@mssw.

in 

Madras School of Social Work 

(MSSW) 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/39 

R.VENUGOP

AL Mr 

rangakamalamv

enu@gmail.com annamalai university chidambaram 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/41 

Mukesh 

Sharma Mr 

sharmamukesh1

26@gmail.com Cadila Healthcare 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/42 

Nadeem Roy Dr. 

ch.saeem@gma

il.com Shanxi University China 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/43 

Namita Das Mrs. 

namitadas1975

@rediffmail.com 

Tripura Institute of technology, 

Narsingarh, Tripura 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/44 

Nand 

Kishore Prof. 

nkmeena83@g

mail.com LNCT Bhopal 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/45 

Neelam 

Kumari 

Mishra Ms 

96neelammishra

@gmail.com JECRC foundation 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/46 

Neelima T K Mrs. 

neelimatk8@gm

ail.com MES College Marampally 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/47 

Neelu Jain Dr. 

neelujain.eh@je

crc.ac.in JECRC 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/48 

Neeru 

Rathee Dr. 

neeru_rathee@

msit.in 

Maharaja Surajmal Institute of 

technology 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/49 

Neetha 

Devan NV Prof. 

sabnee@gmail.c

om Rajagiri college of social sciences 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/50 

Niraj Singhal Dr. 

drnirajsinghal@

gmail.com 

Shobhit Institute of Engineering & 

Technology (Deemed-to-be 

University), Meerut 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/51 

NIRANJAN 

SINGH Mr 

singh.niranjan16

4@gmail.com Govt. Polytechnic College, Alwar. 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/52 

Niva Elna 

Varghis Ms 

niva.elna.varghi

s@gmail.com 

The Indian Community School, 

Kuwait 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/53 

Nivedita 

Nayak Prof. 

niveditanayak88

@gmail.com Jiwaji university 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/54 
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OM 

SHANKAR 

PRAJAPATI Dr. 

OSPRAJAPATI

@RTU.AC.IN 

RAJASTHAN TECHNICAL 

UNIVERSITY, KOTA 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/55 

P K MANI 

TRIPATHI Mr 

pkmt19@gmail.c

om Kydganj Allahabad 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/57 

P. Alaguraj Dr. 

alagupti@iiitdm.

ac.in 

IIITDM Kancheepuram 

Chennai127 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/58 

Prabha.B Ms 

prabha.b@licet.

ac.in 

Loyola-ICAM College of 

Engineering and Technology 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/59 

Pragati singh Mrs. 

haritaagrim@gm

ail.com GMSSSS BARARA 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/60 

Preeti Swami Mrs. 

preetiswami200

5@gmail.com 

Carmel Convent school SECTOR 

9 B Chandigarh 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/61 

PREM 

SINGH 

SAHU Mr 

premsingh.sahu

@gmail.com 

GOVERNMENT MIDDLE 

SCHOOL SINDHUPALI 

(22122116402) 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/62 

Priya Advani Dr. 

priyaadvani@gw

eca.ac.in 

Women Engineering College, 

Ajmer 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/63 

Priyanka 

Gupta Mrs. 

priyankag0678

@gmail.com STEP-HBTI,Kanpur 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/64 

PRIYANKA 

SHARMA Ms 

sonisharma.16o

ct@gmail.com Chandigarh University 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/65 

sunita Rawat Prof. 

sunitagoyal2008

@gmail.com JEC KUKAS 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/66 

Sapna 

Sharma Prof. 

sapna.sharma@

jecrcu.edu.in JECRC University 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/67 

Pushpa 

gothwal Ms 

pushpaprof@gm

ail.com Amity University Rajasthan 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/68 

Radha 

Raman 

Chaudhary Prof. 

radha_chaudhar

y2003@yahoo.c

om MITRC, Alwar 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/69 

Radhika 

Thangavelu Mrs. 

radhikathangave

lu@gmail.com 

CIT SANDWICH POLYTECHNIC 

COLLEGE 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/70 

Rajeev 

Srivastava Prof. 

rajeevchitransh

@gmail.com 

Motilal Nehru National Institute of 

Technology, Allahabad 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/71 

Ranbir Singh 

Rathee Dr. 

ranbir.rathee46

@gmail.com Shankara Group of Institutions 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/72 

Reepu Mrs. 

Reepu.technowi

ze@gmail.com Chandigarh University 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/73 

Rekha Mithal Dr. 

rekhamithal.che

m@jecrc.ac.in 

Jaipur Engineering College & 

Research Centre 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/74 

Rekha vijay Ms 

rekhavijay.chem

@jecrc.ac.in Jecrc,jaipur 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/75 
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Richa 

Sharma Ms 

richasharma.cse

@jecrc.ac.in Jecrc 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/76 

Ritu Kang 

Walia Dr. 

rituwalia6213@g

mail.com RKSD(PG) College, Kaithal 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/77 

Sakshi 

Sharma Ms 

sakshiq18@gma

il.com 

S.S Jain Subodh P.G Mahila 

Mahavidyalaya 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/78 

Sandeep 

Rout Dr. 

sandeeprout198

8@gmail.com Sri Sri University Cuttack Odisha 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/79 

Sangeet 

Kumar Mr 

sangeetkumarar

ora@yahoo.com Ivy World 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/80 

Sanjeev 

Gupta Prof. 

fdpsanjeevpreeti

@gmail.com 

Government College of 

engineering and technology 

jammu 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/81 

Santhosh 

Nallapu Dr. 

princenallapu@

gmail.com 

Sreenidhi Institute of Science and 

Technology, Hyderabad 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/82 

Santosh 

Kumar 

Yadav Mr 

aakash2504sky

@gmail.com Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/83 

Sasmita 

Nayak Dr. 

dr.sasmita2006

@gmail.com 

College of Engineering 

Bhubaneswar 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/84 

ShyamSunde

r Manaktala Mr 

ssmanaktala.ec

e@jecrc.ac.in JECRC JAIPUR 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/85 

Seema 

Sharad 

Devkule Prof. 

seemadevkule@

gmail.com Government Polytechnic, Awasari 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/86 

Sneh Yadav Ms 

snehyadav2014

@gmail.com 

Shankara Institute of Technology, 

Kukas, Jaipur, Rajasthan 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/87 

SNEHA 

GUPTA Ms 

dwivedi.sneha@

gmail.com STEP-HBTI 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/88 

Snehal 

Subhash 

Waykos Dr. 

prof.snehal14@

gmail.com 

Vilas Tambe College of Education, 

Pune 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/89 

SUBHAYAN 

CHAKRABO

RTY Mr 

subhayan_sky@

yahoo.co.in 

Panchayat Raj Training Institute, 

A. D. Nagar 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/90 

Sudesh 

Pahal Dr. 

pahal.sudesh@

gmail.com 

Maharaja Surajmal Institute of 

Technology 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/91 

Sunindita 

Pan Mrs. 

suninditapan@g

mail.com Loyola academy 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/92 

Swati 

Saxena Dr. 

swati.snigdha11

@gmail.com 

Rajasthan College of Engineering 

for women Bhankrota Jaipur, 

Rajasthan 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/93 
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SWETA 

KUMARI 

BARNWAL Mrs. 

kumar.sweta85

@gmail.com ARKA JAIN UNIVERSITY 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/94 

THULASIMA

NI T Dr. 

thulasimanit@bit

sathy.ac.in 

Bannari Amman Institute of 

Technology 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/95 

Umang 

Patdiwala Dr. 

umangpatdiwala

.me@indusuni.a

c.in Indus University 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/96 

VENKATES

H S Mr 

ven2win@gmail.

com Guru Jivan 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/97 

Vikas Misra Dr. 

vikas.rml@gmail

.com GITS Udaipur 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/98 

VISHAL 

SHRIVASTA

VA Dr. 

vishal500371@y

ahoo.co.in 

ARYA COLLEGE of 

ENGINEERING and IT 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/99 

Vishal Sunil 

Rana Dr. 

vishal.rana1980

@yahoo.com 

SSBT's College of Engineering 

and Technology, Jalgaon 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/100 

Rohit 

Chhabra Mr 

rohitengineer14

@gmail.com MAIET 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/101 

I r trivedi Prof. 

irtrivediju@gmail

.com 

mayurakshi institute of engineering 

and technology 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/102 

Dr Fauzia 

Siddiqui Dr. 

fauziasiddiqui.m

e@jecrc.ac.in 

Jaipur engineering college and 

research center 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/103 

Abhishek 

Jain Mr 

abhishekjain.cse

@jecrc.ac.in JECRC COLLEGE 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/104 

Ramesh 

Jangir Mr 

rjangir22@gmail

.com 

B K Birla Institute of Engineering & 

Technology, Pilani 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/105 

Rajani 

Sharma Mrs. 

laliduboliya2579

6@gmail.com Jecrc 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/106 

Ritu Shukla Mrs. 

ritu2159@gmail.

com MAIET 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/107 

Naresh 

Kumar Mr 

nareshkumar.ec

e@jecrc.ac.in 

Jaipur Engineering College and 

Research Center 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/108 

Kamal K 

Vyas Dr. 

profkamalkvyas

@gmail.com SIET SIKAR 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/109 

GAJENDRA 

SINGH Mr 

deepurajawat.si

ngh7@gmail.co

m 

Vedant College Of Engineering & 

Technology Bundi 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/110 

Teekam 

Singh Mr 

teekamsingh.ce

@jecrc.ac.in JECRC Jaipur 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/111 

Atul Sharma Mr 

atul220749@gm

ail.com 

Rajasthan Technical University 

Kota 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/112 
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Abhilasha Ms 

abhilasha.cse@j

ecrc.ac.in 

jaipur engineering college and 

research centre 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/113 

Vikas 

Kumawat Mr 

vikas.kumawat

@bkbiet.ac.in 

B K Birla Institute of Engineering 

&Technology, Pilani 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/114 

AMIT 

MITHAL Mr 

amitmithal.cse@

jecrc.ac.in 

Jaipur Engineering College and 

Research Centre 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/115 

Dr. 

Khushboo 

Sharma Dr. 

drkhushboo121

@gmail.com 

Khandelwal Vaish Girls Institute of 

Technology 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/116 

Suniti 

Chouhan Ms 

sunitichouhan.cs

e@jecrc.ac.in JECRC FOUNDATION, JAIPUR 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/117 

WALTER 

HUGH 

PARKER Dr. 

walterhl@srmist.

edu.in 

SRM INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE 

AND TECHNOLOGY, 

RAMAPURAM 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/118 

Resiya Karim Mrs. 

resiya.04@gmail

.com MES College Marampally 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/119 

Abdul Hafeez 

Iqbal Ahmed Mr 

abdulhafeez321

@gmail.com Medical Tourism 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/120 

Bhavna 

Sharma Dr. 

bhavna.sharma

@jecrcu.edu.in JECRC University 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/121 

Chandan 

Bora Dr. 

dr.chandanbora

@gmail.com Gondwana University 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/122 

VINEET 

RICHHARIY

A Dr. 

vineetr@lnct.ac.i

n LNCT BHOPAL 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/123 

Shiji M 

Chemparathy Ms 

shijimc@gmail.c

om MES COLLEGE MARAMPALLY 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/124 

Yogesh Arun 

Pund Dr. 

yogeshpund@liv

e.in 

Atma Malik International School 

and Junior college 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/125 

Shashikant 

Shingdilwar Mr 

shashikant007@

gmail.com IIT Bhilai 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/126 

AAMIR 

KHAN Mr 

khandanda@gm

ail.com Glocal university 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/127 

CHIRANJIT 

SHIT Mr 

info1chiranjit@g

mail.com G D Goenka Public School 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/128 

Ananya 

Mukherjee Ms 

justananya28@

gmail.com Tripura Institute of Technology 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/129 

M. Tamilarasi Dr. 

mtamilarasi589

@gmail.com 

Vivekanandha College of 

Engineering for Women 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/130 

Govada 

Vayunandan

a Rao Mr 

bionandan123@

gmail.com 

RVR and JC college nof 

engineering 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/131 
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Nirmal 

Narendra 

Joshi Mr 

nirmaljoshi001@

gmail.com Not Applicable 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/132 

Jeet Singh Dr. 

drjeet2626@gm

ail.com 

Mahamaya Government Degree 

College, Sherkot (Bijnor) UP 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/133 

SITRARASI 

R Ms 

rsitrarasi@gmail

.com 

MOTHER TERESA WOMEN'S 

UNIVERSITY 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/134 

AMIT 

KUMAR 

SINGLA Mr 

amitsinglabharti

@gmail.com 

DAV COLLEGE, BATHINDA 

(PUNJAB) 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/135 

Manju Khare Mrs. 

manjuk@lnct.ac.

in 

Laxmi Narain college of 

technology Bhopal 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/136 

Baljeet Kaur Dr. 

drbaljeetkaur@g

ku.ac.in 

GKU, Talwandi sabo Bathinda 

Punjab 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/138 

K SURESH 

KUMAR Dr. 

pecmba19@gm

ail.com 

Panimalar Engineering College 

Chennai 

RTU/TEQIP-III/F(56)/2020-

21/5091-97/JECRC(TML)/139 
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Thanks letter 
Dear BK Sister Shivani, 

 

On behalf of JECRC Foundation, please allow me to take this opportunity to thank you for 

delivering sessions as a part of our International Faculty Development Program on THOUGHT 

MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP where the exceptionally ethical, intellectual and 

spiritual leaders help educators in equipping them with proven strategies of attaining whole 

person education. With such criterion, your sessions helped faculties develop a care of culture 

conducive to spiritual, ethical and moral development. 

  

Everyone in the session and I were in complete awe of your exceptional grasp and clarity of 

thoughts on various topics that you discussed. Your ability to simplify complex terms for our 

better understanding was widely appreciated by everyone in the audience. I am grateful for 

your time and am certain that everyone in attendance in your session had a lot to take away 

from it, I certainly did. 

 

 Ma'am as soon as you started, you catched all of our attention and you soon fascinated us with 

your representation of thoughts. Maam , we appreciate you for making time for us from 

your   busy schedule to make us realise Spirituality is no more an option rather a compulsion.  

Maäm, your way of mentioning the importance to be an  atma nirbhar individual so as to 

establish an atma nirbhar Bharat was awe-astounding. You have perfectly established in the 

minds of the faculties the importance of leadership. 

 Ma'am , I would also like to thank you for your unfeigned appreciation of the JECRC 

Foundation. Over the last two decades, we are trying to contribute in our limited capacity 

towards creating better citizens. We have also incorporated spiritual knowledge and mediation 

practice into the mainstream academic growth of our students through the establishment of 

Rajyoga Thought Laboratory in the college premises. This lab offers a unique opportunity to 

empower the mental & emotional quotient of an individual. The association of experience 

Rajyogi like yourself gives us the strength to move forward in this direction.   

Once the world returns to normalcy and this era of COVID is behind us, I would be eager to 

invite you personally at our campus in Jaipur to visit Rajyoga Thought Laboratory and share 

your invaluable submissions. Kindly accept the token of fondness enclosed with this epistle as 

a vestige of your contribution in making THOUGHT MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP 

event a catalyst for transformation of educators.                                            

With Profound Regards, 

 

Arpit Agrawal                                 Mukesh Agarwal 

Vice-Chairperson                              CEO, RTBI, JECRC 

JECRC University                            JECRC College 

Jaipur, India                                      Jaipur, India 

+91-98290 17764                             +91-92140 44474 

director@jecrcmail.com  

  

mailto:director@jecrcmail.com
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Honorarium Bills 
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Newspaper cuttings 

 

          
Feedback form and analysis data 
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Feedback forms were provided to all the participants every day after all the 

sessions. The following results were gained after the analysis of the data. 

Relevancy of the sessions of every speaker: 
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 “In this session we learned much scientific 

knowledge and real life experience. The 

way of delivering these sessions was really 

great and gave us a unique knowledge that 

we never knew before. Thankyou for this 

opportunity”  

Nadeem Roy  

Shanxi University China 

“Fantastic!! 

Positive outlook to my job.” 

Ngboawaji Daniel Nte  

Novena University, Ogume, Nigeria 

“I learned a lot about how I have to 

manage and make my life happy” 

Dr. Rekha Mithal, JECRC 

 

“Speechless!!! 

An amazing and enlightening experience 

indeed. Excellent choice of resource 

persons.Truly beneficial and awakening 

sessions” 

Ms. Niva Elna Varghis 

The Indian Community School, Kuwait  

 

“It was a wonderful learning experience, 

and it enriched my know how about 

developing  leadership skills and its 

application in institutional settings“ 

Dr. Umar Mufeed 

Cluster University Srinagar 

 

“Amazing, valuable, wonderful, 

enlightening and inspiring sessions” 

Deepa Jhangiani 

Delhi World Public School , DEWAS 

  

“Wish it could have been for 10days” 

Neha Gupta 

ICAI 

“Excellent sessions to address 

contemporary issues. Highlighted the 

importance of Concentration, Meditation 

and Leadership qualities.” 

Mr Kotipalli Gurulingam  

JB Institute of Engineering & 

Technology, Hyderabad  

“Wonderful sessions. All of these are 

relevant for personal and professional 

growth. Good job team JECRC.” 

Kusum Yadav 

ISTE Rajasthan section 

“I loved today's event very much❣️. 

Conduct many more sessions like these” 

Sakshi Sharma, S.S Jain Subodh P.G 

Mahila Mahavidyalaya 

 

“All the resource persons were experts in 

their respective domains, and the 

sessions were a treat for the soul, with 

useful insights into managing thoughts 

and trying to control the monkey mind. 

Thank you organisers!” 

Jyoti Otageri 

Sinhgad College of Science, Pune 

 

“Excellent !❣️ Need to be repeated in 

other universities, boards.” 

Acharya (Er.) Daria Singh Yadav 

Former Chairman, Board of Technical 

Education, Rajasthan, Jodhpur  

 

“These amazing session will of course 

make difference in people's life it will 

lead to peace, Thank you so much" 

 Swati Priya 

Banaras Hindu University 
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SWOT Analysis 

STRENGTHS 

● We were able to generate a path between inexplicable speakers and a 

diverse audience. 

● People worldwide were connected online. 

● A  vibrant wave of awareness was created by the speakers imparted into 

the audience. 

● The session was completed enthusiastically with wonderful feedback from 

the participants. 

WEAKNESS 

● The promotion could have been started before involving more 

registrations. 

● The audience was comfortable with different languages that might have 

been a little discomfort. 

OPPORTUNITIES 

● We are planning to conduct sessions to a broader level internationally. 

● The overwhelmed participants are sharing a huge wave of awareness to 

enhance this globally. 

THREATS 

● The online sessions are accustomed to experience digital threats. 

● There is a chance of misuse of technology. 

 

 

Recommended actions 
 

A measure of concern and handling threats digitally has to be maintained properly. 

 

The sessions are to be held on a globally renowned and secure platform to avoid 

mishaps. 
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Organising Team 

 

Faculty Coordinators  

S. 
No. 

 
NAME 

 
DESIGNATION 

1. Prof. V. K. Chandana Principal, JECRC 

2. Mr. Mukesh Agarwal Head, Spiritual Research Cell, 
JECRC 

3. Dr. Om Shankar Prajapati Event Coordinator, RTU 

4. Ms. Chitra Khandelwal Event Coordinator 

5. Ms. Neha Bharti Event Coordinator 

6. Mr. Arvind Sharma Chief Designer 

 
Student Coordinators 

S. 
No. 

 
NAME 

 
DESIGNATION 

1. Piyush Mantri Computer Science Engineering - 

4th Year 

2. Aastha Agarwal 

 

Computer Science Engineering - 

3rd Year 

3. Dewang Agarwal Information Technology - 3rd Year 

4. Akshat Mangal Mechanical Engineering - 3rd Year 

5. Shashwat Jain Computer Science Engineering - 

3rd Year 

6 . Chirag Nagar Computer Science Engineering - 

3rd Year 

7.  Anuj Kumar Vijay Civil Engineering - 3rd Year 

8. Anurag Sharma Computer Science Engineering - 

3rd Year 
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9. Animesh Mathur Information Technology - 3rd Year 

10. Divya Jindal Computer Science Engineering - 

2nd Year 

11. Ashutosh Mishra Electronics and Communication 

Engineering - 2nd Year 

12.  Yashi Bishnoi Civil Engineering - 2nd Year 

13. Saumya Sharma Computer Science Engineering - 

2nd Year 

14. Ashutosh Lawania Electronics and Communication 

Engineering - 2nd Year 

15. Vrindaa Joshi Electronics and Communication 

Engineering - 2nd Year 

16..  Rohan Mathur Computer Science Engineering - 

2nd Year 

 


